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Have you ever 
been in a 
situation where 
you needed to 
pay just PART 
of a pay cycle??



For example, say it is June and you need 
to pay some of the salaried employees 
now and some of them later in the 
summer.

We have developed a method 
that will allow you to split up 
one or more pay cycles and 
pay some now and some later.



There is a new field on the control record. If 
you say N (which is the default) the payroll 
will process the same way it has in the past, 
paying whatever jobs are on the cycles you 
select.



So with the “use overrides” set to No, this 
control record would pay anyone with jobs 
in pay cycles 01, 02, or 03 just like always.



But if you change this to Y the jobs will be 
temporarily divided into two sets: 

(1) Jobs with an override code  

VS 

(2) Jobs without an override code 



With overrides set to Y, this control record 
would pay jobs in pay cycle 01, 02, or 03 
that have no overrides.



This employee has an override code, so would 
NOT be paid for that job even tho it’s in 
cycle 02. The override code overrides the pay 
cycle in this case. 

Use overrides=“Y”



With overrides set to Y, this control record 
will pay only employees with an override pay 
cycle of 86. 



So 
where is 
this 
override 
code? 



The override code is on the job screen. 



You can use any number you like for the 
override code(s), but to avoid confusion we  
recommend using a number that is not in use 
for a regular pay cycle. 

If the employee has more than one job, you can see 
the jobs and the override codes on the scan screen.



Say you have a group of employees with 
jobs in pay cycles 01,02, and 03. 

With “use overrides”= No, you pay ALL of 
them.

With “use overrides” Yes, you can pay 
EITHER the ones with the overrides OR the 
ones without the overrides. Which group 
you get depends on which pay cycles you put 
on the control record:



With “use overrides” Yes, you can pay 
EITHER the ones with the overrides OR the 
ones without the overrides. Which group 
you get depends on which pay cycles you put 
on the control record:

To get the ones with overrides, just list the 
override pay cycle number(s) 

To get the ones without overrides, list the 
regular pay cycles.



But could there be other payroll checks in this 
same run?  Say we also needed to pay some time 
cards that got omitted?  



Time cards will always pay if the employee is 
active and the distribution data is correct. 

So if you were trying to EXCLUDE specific 
people by putting them on overrides, you will 
need to be careful with the time cards to be 
sure that set of employees does not have any 
time cards in the run.



Can I get 
a list of 
the 
employee 
jobs with 
overrides?



We have revised the report on #9 so you can see 
both the override pay cycles and the regular pay 
cycles in case you need a listing.



Just pick which way you want to see the cycles:



So  call us if you have questions!
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